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Hot Off The Presses... Grab This Amazing Duo Of Squeeze Pages All Setup, Coded, and Ready For You

To Upload To Your Websites! Approximate Setup Time From Start To Finish: 13 Minutes... G'Day

Warriors, Ya know... I realized the other day that I get a heck of a lot of requests for squeeze page

designs. The problem is... It takes a lot of time to design a "professional" custom squeeze page for a

customer, code it with their autoresponder, optimize it for the web, etc.,etc. ... And because of the large

amount of work and effort it takes to design a custom squeeze page that really ROCKS, I gotta charge a

hefty penny... So I got to thinking... How could I create an incredibly attractive and ultra professional
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squeeze page YET save fellow warriors a lot of money in the process? (and also possibly make you a lot

of money as well!) Introducing... Dual Squeeze Pages - No Graphics Editing Required! PLUS...

Unrestricted PLR Available! To be honest, I think this is the first time you'll see something this simple yet

powerful on this forum when it comes to squeeze page design. Squeeze Pages are HOT!!! If you're not

using a squeeze page on your website... you're missing out on a lot of money. We all know that list

building is the key... and squeeze pages convert much better than a simple optin box... PERIOD! But like

I said, for a professional design that portrays an image of "trust" and "professionalism" it would normally

cost you anywhere from $150 (on the very cheap side) to $300 plus ... for a squeeze page design that

really does an effective job. ... Okay Dave.... get to the deal ;-) Here ya go folks... Now you can grab TWO

professionally designed squeeze pages that I've built for the "stupidest", "laziest" webmasters in the world

to put to good use. No graphics editing at all... Two tweaks to your html and they're ready for your

aWeber autoresponder to take over (and if you don't use aweber, it'll take you about 5 minutes to tweak

about 5 lines of html with your autoresponder code to have these babies functioning like a charm. The

entire page (both pages) created so all you need to do is edit the text and you're ready to go! Okay...

instead of me explaining it all to you... let's just take a look... I've uploaded two screenshots of the exact

squeeze templates you'll receive when you order. Take special note of the text in the templates. It does a

great job of explaining everything. Also... keep in mind these are only images and not the actual

templates you'll receive. Therefore, the page may take a little more time to load than usual (and of course

you can't test the autoresponder form. But trust me... they both work flawlessly! Simply click on the

images below to see a full screenshot of the templates: And... As I've explained in the actual templates

above... All you need to do is open the template in your favorite web authoring program like Frontpage or

Dreamweaver, edit the text, tweak a line or two of html for your autoresponder account with aweber (or

whichever autoresponder you use) and that's it! Your done! EVEN THE ATTRACTIVE HEADLINE IS

EDITABLE TEXT! ABSOLUTELY NO GRAPHICS EDITING REQUIRED! You can instantly have two

"professional" squeeze pages working for you 24/7 pulling in subscribers. More importantly, they

adaptable to any niche... any product... and memebership site... the list goes on and on! I designed these

templates as generic as possible yet attractive and powerful enough to do the job.. no matter what niche

you're in... these puppies can instantly be unique to your niche - - your business! Private Label Rights

Available Yes, you can also grab the Unresticted PLR to these two templates and call them your very



own. Add them to a membership site Sell them as a stand alone product Offer them to your list Hell, you

can even turn one of the squeeze pages into a "squeeze page" offering these two squeeze pages for sale

... (WOW.. did I confuse myself on that one ;-) Here's how to order: Personal Use - $12 for both

Unrestricted PLR - $17 for both You will immediately be redirected to a download page once payment is

completed through PayPal. (Be sure to hit the continue button on the PayPal website for instant delivery.)

NOTE: With all the recent discussion about licensing rights to images, etc.... you'll never have to worry

about that with these designs. No images.. just an ultra professional look at a rock bottom price! Personal

Use - $12.00 PLR - $17.00 Included in the PLR version you'll also receive a copy of this sales page and

the software cover graphic below in three sizes: Thanks in advance to everyone for your orders and

goods luck with the package ;-) Questions... dave@privatelabelsales Dave Thanks ! ebookloadz Your #1

Digital Download Store ! Great Digital Products & Prices! User tags: squeeze page, squeeze page

generator, resell, mrr, master resell rights, website
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